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 The aim of this study was to evaluate how Asians, non-Asians, and orthodontists 
in America view esthetic soft tissue Asian lip profiles.  The null hypothesis was that there 
was no difference in the perception of lip profile esthetics of Asian patients between 
Asian laypersons, non-Asians laypersons, and orthodontists. 
A survey was constructed using the profile photographs of one adult male and one 
adult female Asian American patient taken from the VCU Orthodontics Clinic records.  
Using Dolphin Imaging 3D, the original photographs were digitally altered.  The lips in 
each photograph were moved in increments forward and backwards to produce 5 images 
(-4mm, -2mm, 0mm, 4mm, 8mm).  Only the lips were modified. 
Each evaluator was asked to rank, from 1 to 5, each collection of photographs 
where 1 was most preferable and 5 was least preferable.  There were a total of 10 survey 
questions.  The survey was administered to 111 Asian Americans, 115 Caucasians, and 
389 Orthodontists. 
Results suggested that all three groups were similar in their assessment.  A 
retrusive lip profile for the Asian male was preferred, and a slightly protrusive lip profile 
for the Asian female was preferred across all groups.  Generally, orthodontists preferred 
slightly more retrusive lips compared to the other two groups.  The groups of evaluators 
that showed statistical differences were Chinese and Filipino laypersons.  Cluster analysis 
also revealed tremendous variation in the results, giving credence to the belief that 
individual patient preference should be assessed in addition to understanding social 
norms.
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Introduction 
Beauty is generally considered a subjective perception, epitomized by the famous 
saying “beauty is in the eye of the beholder.”  However, evidence suggests that beauty, 
though subject to personal biases, also consists of objective elements.  Langlois et al1 
evaluated 11 meta-analyses and found that within and across cultures, raters generally 
agreed on who is and is not attractive.  Sergl et al2 wrote that beauty and attractiveness 
were related to how closely an individual’s features compared to a perceived norm, while 
ugliness was associated with extreme deviations.  Thus, there are objective regularities in 
facial esthetics, such as symmetry and proportion, from which guidelines for beauty can 
be manufactured. 3-6   
Despite this, beauty has been quite difficult to define.  The perceptions of beauty 
and esthetics are both dynamic and heterogeneous.  They have been shown to be strongly 
influenced by societal trends, media, and culture.7  Several studies8, 9 found that over time 
the features of 20th century fashion models, believed to represent mainstream concepts of 
beauty, have evolved.  In particular, these authors demonstrated change in the area of the 
lips toward fuller, more strongly protruding lips.  Additionally, Sutter et al10 evaluated 
Caucasian and African American models and found that they displayed significantly 
different profile characteristics.  These studies suggested diverse and evolving concepts 
of facial esthetics.   
To compound the complexity of beauty, overall facial attractiveness does not 
depend on any single facial feature.11  Likewise, observer educational level as well as 
psychological and social factors also influence perceptions of attractiveness.7, 12 
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Willis et al13 noted it only took 100-ms to evaluate attractiveness and form a first 
impression based on physical attributes.  Personality traits such as likeability, 
competence, trustworthiness, and aggressiveness were drawn from facial appearance 
alone.  Other authors14-16 have concluded that global impressions and personality traits 
are inferred simply from facial structures.  Todorov et al17 discovered that election 
outcomes can be predicted, with better accuracy than chance alone, by evaluating only 
facial structures. 
Orthodontic goals have evolved over the years to incorporate stability, function, 
and esthetic harmony to dental, skeletal, and soft tissues.  Beauty and esthetics are 
important to orthodontists because they are important to patients.  The desire to be 
beautiful, improved self-confidence, and self-esteem are common reasons why patients 
seek orthodontic treatment.18, 19  MacGreggor20 noted that the area in and around the 
mouth is both emotionally charged and strongly connected with self-image.   
Consequently, orthodontics can alter the psychologic profile of patients.21-25  
Treatment has been shown to improve overall and facial body image.22  These are 
important concepts because orthodontists treat adolescent patients during critical stages 
of psychological development.  As such, esthetics and psychosocial factors play a large 
part in our diagnosis of problems and treatment plans.26, 27  For example, orthognathic 
surgical patients with significant skeletal discrepancies generally have lower levels of 
happiness with their dentofacial appearance, with Class II patients exhibiting the lowest 
levels.28  Sadly, Loochtan29 noted that 50% of surveyed orthodontists had at least one 
patient attempt suicide, and that orthodontists are in a unique position to recognize 
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warning signs, influence behavior, and intervene when necessary.  Our understanding of 
the concept of beauty and of our patients’ perception of beauty can improve our ability to 
influence not only their occlusion but their well-being. 
The facial profile has been noted in the orthodontic literature as an important 
component in evaluating esthetics.  As such, cephalometric radiographs are a staple of 
orthodontic records.  An important contributor to the esthetic harmony of the facial 
profile is lip position.  Borelli suggested that the lips were the central feature of the lower 
one-third of the face.30    
The relationship of the lips to the facial profile has been studied extensively.  
Ricketts31 introduced the E-line, a commonly used guideline to evaluate lip position 
relative to the nose and chin.  There are numerous other reference lines and angular 
measurements used to evaluate lip position, including Holdaway's H line32, Steiner's S1 
line33, Burstone's B line34, and Sushner's S2 line.35   
Many soft tissue facial profile analyses include upper and lower lip position as 
important variables since characteristics of the lips are intrinsically linked to esthetic 
facial profiles.36, 37  In 1950, Riedel38 suggested that in order to properly improve lip 
position, convex profiles should finish with upright incisors whereas straight profiles 
would benefit from more procumbent incisors.  More recently, Coleman et al39 found that 
fuller lip positions were preferred for extreme retrognathic and prognathic profiles, 
whereas more retrusive lip positions were preferred for average profiles.  The nose, lips, 
and chin all have varying influences on perception of a patient’s profile.  Greater lip 
protrusion was found to be more acceptable for both male and female faces when either a 
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large nose or a large chin was present.40  Jacobson41 noted that among visual art students, 
a combination of pronounced convexity, protrusive lips, and prominent chins were 
deemed most attractive for women whereas preferred male profiles were straighter.   
Fortunately, orthodontic treatment can affect lip position.31, 42-44  The lip profile is 
affected by the position and angulations of anterior teeth, as well as lip length and lip 
thickness.  For example, extractions can reduce dental and soft tissue procumbency of the 
upper and lower lips whereas resolution of crowding via nonextraction treatment has the 
opposite effect.45-47  To complicate matters, Moseling et al44 noted that lip curvature with 
or without extraction was highly variable and highly related to soft tissue morphology.  
Brock et al48 noted greater lip response to incisor retraction was seen in white females 
versus black females, which can be partially explained by lip thickness and incisor 
angulations.  Lower lip response to orthodontic retraction was more predictable than the 
upper lip.49   
When all the reasons for extraction were considered as a group, Baumrind et al 50 
found, in a survey of orthodontists, that crowding was cited in 73% of decisions, incisor 
protrusion in 35%, need for profile correction in 27%, Class II severity in 15% and 
posttreatment stability in 9%.  Clinicians focused heavily on facial and dental 
appearance-related factors.  Thus, it can be concluded that knowledge of proper lip 
profile among patients can influence the type of treatment deployed. 
Unfortunately, there is no universal answer regarding preferred lip position.  For 
example, orthodontic need and self-perceptions can vary depending on age, gender, 
ethnicity/race, and socioeconomic status.51, 52  Desire for treatment was higher among 
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children in the publicly funded clinics and among black children versus whites or Asian 
Americans because of a self-perception of poorer occlusion and facial esthetics.51  In 
another study, Tung et al53 found that white children were more critical in their aesthetic 
judgments. They rated faces with crowded teeth more negatively than did ethnic 
minorities.  The standards for facial esthetics appear to differ based on varying 
demographics, particularly among diverse racial and ethnic groups.  Thus, while there 
may be general guidelines for beauty, a single standard for facial esthetics is not 
appropriate. 
Likewise, differences in ethnic norms are seen in cephalometric analyses and 
profile proportions and angles.54-56  For example, evaluations of soft tissue cephalometric 
averages show that Japanese norms demonstrated more bilabial protrusion compared to 
Caucasians.57  Miyajima et al58 found craniofacial differences between Japanese and 
European-American individuals that were judged by their peers to have “well-balanced 
faces.”   
Rhee et al37 took 71 profile photographs of famous Western and Asian female 
models and established the ‘ethnic pyramid’ – a set of angular measurements composed 
of soft tissue profile points of the alar curvature point, subnasale, pronasale, and labiale 
inferius.  The ‘ethnic pyramid’ was termed because the authors found significantly 
different proportions in Asian models versus Western models.   
Among studies that focused on lip profiles in Asian countries, Nakahara et al,59 
concluded that esthetic female Japanese soft tissue characteristics included retracted 
upper and lower lips.  Ioi et al60 demonstrated that the Japanese raters tended to prefer 
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more retruded lip positions as facial convexity decreased and slightly more protruded lip 
positions as the facial convexity increased.  In another study, the author61 recognized that 
lip profile preferences were similar between Korean and Japanese samples.  Xu et al62 
compared extraction and nonextraction treatment in borderline Chinese patients and 
found preference for extraction results due to reduced lower lip protrusion and increased 
chin inclination. Lim et al63 investigated borderline Korean patients with similar results.  
A more retrusive lip position was also preferred for various Asian populations, including 
those from Singapore and China.59, 64-66 
In studies regarding cross ethnic evaluations, Chan et al67 investigated how 
Australian white individuals would perceive Asian-Chinese profiles and found that class I 
or skeletal bimaxillary retrusive profiles were most attractive for both sexes.  When asked 
which feature of the profile was most influential, the groups listed upper lip, lower lip, 
and chin.   
Foster,68 using series of silhouettes with varying lip profiles, investigated 
perceptions of white, black, and Chinese lay groups and a panel of general dentists, 
orthodontists, and art students. He noted that diversified groups seem to share a common 
esthetic standard for lip position within 2 mm.  Conversely, Nomura et al7 took an 
ethnically diverse panel of judges (European American, Hispanic American, Japanese, 
and African) and asked them to evaluate profile silhouettes.  The study showed 
differences in lip profile esthetic perception across race, ethnicity, and sex.  Of note, 
African judges preferred more protrusive lips compared to the other groups.  Within this 
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sample, all judge groups preferred all patient groups with lip positions posterior to the E-
line, with male patients more retruded than female. 
As illustrated, there have been an extensive number of studies30, 69-74 on facial 
profile esthetics, many of which show diverging opinions across dental professionals, 
patient groups, and laypersons.  Early studies38, 75 were focused on Caucasian 
experiences.  Eventually, investigations71, 71, 72, 76 were published addressing African 
American perceptions of beauty.  Recent facial profile studies60, 61, 64, 67, 77-83 from Asian 
countries found that orthognathic and bimaxillary retrusive profiles were most 
acceptable.  Furthermore, skeletal CII profiles were more favored than Class III across 
genders.  Different testing methods have been used, including digital images, silhouettes, 
and cephalometric diagrams. 
Most metropolitan cities are now melting pots of multiculturism.  Orthodontists 
are increasingly treating patients from a plethora of backgrounds.  In the past, patients 
have typically been treated to Caucasian norms.  However, ethnic cephalometric norms 
and perception of esthetics are two different principles.  It is not sufficient to simply 
define treatment goals as quantifiable ethnic averages within the dental, skeletal, and soft 
tissue.  It is important to understand facial preferences and biases as well.  Oh et al84 
found that many cephalometric measures believed by clinicians to be indicators of facial 
attractiveness failed to correlate with facial attractiveness rank for either Caucasian or 
Chinese ethnicity.  Likewise, perceptions can change across or within cultural boundaries 
as well as socioeconomic and geographical ranges.   
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The lip profile of patients, a central component of the facial profile, can be 
influenced by orthodontic treatment and thus is an important variable in our evaluation of 
the patient.  With increasing use of surgical procedures and extraction therapy, 
knowledge of acceptable facial elements is important.  However, goals for lip position 
may be different based on the views of the orthodontist, the patient, and their community.  
Ideally, all three views would be congruent. 
There has been only limited research performed regarding Asian lip profile 
preferences with even fewer done in Western cultures.  Most of the studies were 
conducted in China, Singapore, Japan, Korea, the Philippines, and other Asian 
countries.59, 60, 64-67, 77-80, 83, 85  Few have been conducted in the United States and it has 
been shown that there is a distinct cultural influence on perceptions of beauty.85  Mostly, 
these studies on dentofacial esthetics compare laypersons and dental professionals’ 
opinions within a specific racial subset.  Few studies exist that have evaluated profile 
preferences across different ethnic groups. 
The aim of this study was to evaluate how Asians, Caucasians, and orthodontists 
in America viewed soft tissue lip profiles in Asian Americans.  The null hypothesis was 
that there would be no difference in the perception of esthetics in relation to lip profiles 
of Asian patients among Asian laypersons, Caucasian laypersons, and orthodontists.  An 
evaluation of differences related to the age, gender, and socioeconomic status of the 
observers was also performed. 
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Materials and Methods 
The survey was administered to 111 Asian American laypersons, 115 non-Asian 
laypersons, and 389 Orthodontists.  Surveys to both layperson groups were distributed in 
high-traffic areas around Virginia and Washington, DC including malls, churches, and 
academic campuses.  The orthodontist group was reached via a randomized nationwide 
mailing service.   
In addition to asking for demographic information (gender, age, income, 
education), ethnicity was discerned by a “check all that apply” self-report.  Ethnicity 
choices included: White, Hispanic/Latino, Chinese, Cambodian, Vietnamese, Thai, 
Black/African-American, Laotian, Japanese, Filipino, Korean, and Other.  A label of 
“Asian” was registered if any of the following ethnicities were chosen: Chinese, 
Cambodian, Vietnamese, Thai, Laotian, Japanese, Filipino, or Korean.  Regarding 
ethnicity, these choices were consistent with those given by the US Census Bureau. 
 Two series of pictures were shown, including 5 digitally altered images of an 
Asian American male profile and 5 of an Asian American female profile.  In each case, 
subjects were asked to “please rank the male/female series of photographs where 1 is the 
most attractive in the series and 5 is the least attractive.  Each number can be used only 
once.”  The male and female subjects were chosen from records in the VCU Department 
of Orthodontics clinic to represent the adult Asian American community.  IRB approval 
was obtained and that the subjects whose pictures were used and altered agreed to 
participate.  Profile photographs were evaluated to ensure ‘average’ facial convexity.  
The male was of Vietnamese descent and the female was of Korean descent.  The lips in 
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the standard photograph were analyzed to be within ideal limits of the E-line, which was -
2 to -4mm for the upper lip and 0 to -2mm for the lower lip.   
The survey was constructed by altering the lip positions of the original facial 
profile photographs using Dolphin Imaging 3D.  Both lips in the photographs were 
moved in estimated increments forward and backwards to produce 5 images (-4mm, -
2mm, 0mm, +4mm, +8mm).  Only the lips were modified, and both the upper and lower 
lips were moved in unison.  Thus, the 0mm instance represented the Caucasian standard, 
with upper lip position of 2mm posterior to the E-line and the lower lip falling on the E-
line.  +8mm represented extremely protrusive lips, and -4mm represented extremely 
retrusive lips.  Altered digital images have been used in the past for esthetic profile 
studies.12, 86, 87 
The male profiles appeared in the following randomly determined order on the 
survey: –2, +4, –4, 0, +8 and the female profiles appeared in the following order: 0, –4, 
+8, +4, –2.  Randomization was performed using a Microsoft Excel random number 
generator.  This randomized order was intended to reduce bias. 
In order to transform the rankings into a profile preference, a quadratic trend was 
fit to the data.  The bottom of the curve (lowest rank meaning most preferred) was 
identified as the most preferred profile.  These estimated optimal profiles were then used 
in the analysis to identify differences in the preferences that were related to the survey 
subjects or to the gender of the picture. 
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Results 
A total of 226 laypersons were surveyed, 111 who indicated they were of Asian 
ethnicity and 115 who were of other ethnicities, mostly Caucasian.  There were 389 
orthodontists surveyed.  Table 1 describes the distribution of subjects surveyed in each of 
the three groups.  Not all subjects responded to all of the demographic questions and the 
percentages compiled and shown are based upon the number of subjects who responded 
to that question. Approximately 42% of the lay groups were male whereas 76% of 
orthodontists surveyed were male.  
In the non-Asian layperson and orthodontist groups, Caucasian was the 
predominant ethnicity indicated (over 93% of laypersons and 86% of orthodontists) and 
the Asian identified individuals indicated a variety of specific ethnicities, with Chinese 
(36%) and Vietnamese (29%) being the largest groups.  In all the ethnicity categories, 
subjects could “check all that apply” accounting for the percentages not adding up to 
100%.  As expected, there were large differences in income and education between 
orthodontists and the lay subjects.  The average reported income for orthodontists was 
$176,260 (SD = $28,294) whereas the lay individuals average income was $79.271.  
Orthodontists were at least 32 years old and had an average age of 48±7.6.  The lay 
subjects were younger, approximately 36.8±16.4 years old for Asian laypersons and 
37.3±14.5 years old for non-Asian laypersons. 
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Table 1: Demographics 
  Asian Laypersons non-Asian Laypersons Orthodontists 
Demographic (n = 111) (n = 115) (n = 389)
Gender  
 F 65 (61%) 55 (56%) 89 (24%)
 M 41 (39%) 43 (44%) 286 (76%)
Ethnicity  
 White 1 (1%) 107 (93%) 335 (86%)
 Hispanic, Latino 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 15 (4%)
 Chinese 40 (36%)  11 (3%)
 Cambodian 2 (2%)  0 (0%)
 Vietnamese 32 (29%)  4 (1%)
 Thai 1 (1%)  1 (0%)
 Laotian 1 (1%)  1 (0%)
 Japanese 0 (0%)  4 (1%)
 Filipino 19 (17%)  1 (0%)
 Korean 22 (20%)  1 (0%)
 Black, African  Am. 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 11 (3%)
Estimated income in the past 12 months  
 < $25,000 0 0 0
 $25,000 to $50,000 23 (42%) 20 (30%) 2 (1%)
 $50,001 to $75,000 11 (20%) 18 (27%) 3 (1%)
 $75,001 to $100,000 7 (13%) 10 (15%) 14 (4%)
 $101,000 to $125,000 5 (9%) 6 (9%) 7 (2%)
 $125,001 to $150,000 4 (7%) 5 (7%) 24 (7%)
 $150,001 to $175,000 4 (7%) 0 (0%) 13 (4%)
 > $175,000 1 (2%) 8 (12%) 304 (83%)
Education  
 Before High School 0 0 0
 High School 41 (37%) 23 (21%) 0 (0%)
 College 40 (36%) 49 (44%) 0 (0%)
 Masters 12 (11%) 23 (21%) 86 (22%)
 Professional degree 18 (16%) 15 (13%) 285 (74%)
 PhD 0 (0%) 2 (2%) 14 (4%)
Age   
 n 109 107 384
 Mean 36.8 37.3 47.8
 Std Dev 16.4 14.5 7.6
 Min 17 18 32
  Max 79 69 70
Note: Not all subjects responded to all of the demographic questions and so the percentages 
shown in the table are based upon the number of subjects who responded to that question. 
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A crude analysis of the preference rankings and then the multivariate analyses of 
these rankings follow.  The summary of the rankings for each picture is shown in Table 2. 
It is evident that there is variability in the preference rankings for each picture.  
During the course of collecting the data, the researchers suspected a “first picture effect”.  
That is, some subjects seemed to start their responses by ranking the first picture as 1, the 
most attractive, regardless of its attractive value.  For the male –2mm picture, over 55% 
of subjects ranked it as 1, and over 58% ranked the female 0mm picture as 1.  Over 1/3 of 
all subjects ranked both of the first pictures presented as 1. 
A resolution for addressing this effect was the exclusion of those rankings.  In this 
scenario, if the first picture was ranked 1 then this ranking would not be used in the 
analyses.  That is if the first picture was ranked 1, then only the other 4 ranks of the 
picture series were used in analyses.  
Table 2 reflects the average rankings with and without exclusion of these values.  
If the first picture ranked 1 values were included in the averages, the male “–2mm” 
picture’s average rank would be 1.04 as opposed to 2.31 when not included and similarly, 
the female “0mm” picture average rank would be 1.04 as opposed to 2.49. 
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Table 2: Rankings for each picture 
  Rank  
Picture   1 2 3 4 5
First Picture 
Effect Average* 
Overall 
Average
Male –4 108 222 188 81 11 2.45 2.45
 –2 337 211 46 15 3 2.31 1.04*
 0 152 137 264 55 3 2.38 2.38
 +4 12 38 109 444 7 3.65 3.65
 +8 4 2 3 16 588 4.93 4.93
Female –4 18 54 121 252 167 3.81 3.81
 –2 132 215 167 69 28 2.42 2.42
 0 356 157 75 17 5 2.49 1.04*
 +4 86 163 203 150 10 2.73 2.73
  +8 20 21 45 124 401 4.42 4.42
* The average ranking does not include the first picture’s rank 1 values.  Note that the 
only changes would be in the rankings for the pictures listed first in each survey series, 
the male “-2mm” and the female “0mm” pictures. 
 
The average rankings are shown in Figure 1 with a quadratic curve fitted to the 
preference rankings.  One curve represented the dataset without the first picture rankings 
and the other with the first picture rankings.  Using the parameter estimated for the 
quadratic curves, the bottom of the curve was identified as the most preferred profile in 
each graph.  The optimal profile for the male and the female pictures were calculated.  
When comparing the two graphs, without the first picture bias rankings versus all 
rankings, the optimal profiles did not change significantly as evidenced by the lowest 
point on the curve.  This shows that removal of the first picture rankings do not have a 
significant effect on the overall composition of the results.  However, it was decided that 
more specific analysis of the data would be done without the first picture bias rankings 
because of the questionable reliability of those values and concern that those rankings 
could overpower more specific analyses. 
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Figure 1: Average rankings versus lip profile (mm) 
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Fitted preference profiles for the orthodontists are shown in Figure 2.  The most 
common preference was approximately 2mm although there are some straight lines with 
positive slope indicating -4mm as the optimal preference.  This illustrates how the data of 
each orthodontist survey were mathematically graphed.  
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Figure 2: Orthodontist preferences 
Male picture Female picture 
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table is shown in Figure 3, demonstrating that all groups preferred fuller profiles in the 
female stimulus profile. 
 
Table 3: Optimum profiles estimated for each group and picture 
Groups Picture Estimate SE 95% CI 
Asian laypersons Female 1.78 0.238 1.24 2.33 
Asian laypersons Male -2.86 0.202 -3.31 -2.40 
Asian laypersons Both -0.54 0.169 -0.90 -0.17 
      
non-Asian laypersons Female 1.95 0.268 1.35 2.56 
non-Asian laypersons Male -3.28 0.173 -3.69 -2.87 
non-Asian laypersons Both -0.66 0.171 -1.03 -0.29 
      
Orthodontist Female 1.20 0.156 0.86 1.53 
Orthodontist Male -3.36 0.089 -3.57 -3.16 
Orthodontist Both -1.08 0.097 -1.29 -0.88 
      
All Female 1.64 0.130 1.35 1.94 
All Male -3.17 0.093 -3.38 -2.95 
 
There was a clear difference between the preferred profiles for male and female 
pictures (-3.17mm versus 1.64mm).  These measurements were based on the lower lip 
position relative to the E-line, with the upper lip two millimeters posterior to the lower 
lip.  Tukey’s HSD indicated that the two lay groups were not different (p > 0.6) but that 
the orthodontists were significantly different from the lay Asians (p = 0.0140) and that 
the orthodontists were nearly different from the lay non-Asians (p = 0.0514). 
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Figure 3: Optimum profiles estimated for each group and picture 
 
 
 
As a follow-up analysis, the demographic characteristics were screened, one at a 
time, in the model that also included the group and picture gender effects.  Since there 
were differing amounts of missing data for each, screening one at a time was deemed 
preferable.  The results of the screening are shown in Table 4.  This indicates that, in 
addition to the three groups and the gender of the picture, there may be differences 
associated with: Chinese, Laotian, Filipino, and perhaps Black.  These four were entered 
into the model but only two remained significant: Chinese (p = 0.0186) and Filipino (p = 
0.0197).   
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Table 4: Results of screening the demographic characteristics 
Demographic p-value
Gender 0.2308
Estimated income 0.1757
Education 0.5262
Age 0.0889
White 0.8589
Hispanic, Latino 0.9547
Chinese 0.0067
Cambodian 0.4101
Vietnamese 0.6876
Thai 0.9311
Laotian 0.0262
Japanese 0.2061
Filipino 0.0062
Korean 0.7111
Black, African  Am. 0.0653
 
 
The significant differences due to being Chinese or Filipino may be understood by 
seeing the estimated optimum profiles for the Asian evaluators further broken down by 
the Chinese estimates, the Filipino estimates, and the estimates for all other lay Asians. 
These estimates are shown in Table 5.  A visual graph of the table is shown in Figure 4, 
demonstrating the preference discrepancies between these groups. 
 
Table 5: Optimum profiles estimated for each Asian group and picture 
Groups Picture Estimate SE 95% CI 
lay Asian (other) Female 1.66 0.329 0.90 2.42
lay Asian (other) Male -2.44 0.313 -3.14 -1.74
lay Chinese Female 1.30 0.390 0.41 2.19
lay Chinese Male -3.59 0.288 -4.27 -2.91
lay Filipino Female 3.84 0.675 2.36 5.32
lay Filipino Male -1.46 0.563 -2.65 -0.27
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Figure 4: Optimal profiles estimated for each Asian group and picture 
 
 
Additionally, each evaluator’s optimal ranking preference is displayed with a dot 
that has been jittered (otherwise points with the same preference would plot on top of 
each other).   
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Figure 5: Evaluator optimum male and female preferences 
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Note: the larger circles represent the group average. 
 
As may be seen in the above figure, there are clusters of individuals’ male and 
female optimal profile values. That is, although there is an overall average preference, 
there is considerable variability around this preference. Specifically, 6 clusters of 
individuals were identified with more homogeneous preferences and they are shown in 
the next figure. 
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Figure 6: Cluster of male and female preferences 
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The centers of each of the clusters are summarized in Table 6.  The first cluster 
included 125 individuals with preferences near -3 for females and -4 for males. This was 
about 25% of all three of the subject groups.   
Table 7 indicates that this cluster included ranks of near 1 to the -4mm and -2mm 
pictures and essentially always gave rank 5 to the -8mm pictures.  Cluster 2 also preferred 
males near -4 (nearly always giving these ranks of 1 or 2), but for the female pictures 
those in cluster 2 preferred values nearer zero.  Over half of the non-Asian laypersons 
were in this cluster, and over 31% of the other two groups.  Only 17 individuals were in 
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cluster 3 and it is difficult to reconcile their preference for negative profiles in males and 
positive ones in females.  There were about 40% of all subjects in cluster 4.  These 
preferred male profiles near +2mm and female profiles near zero.  Over 56% of all 
orthodontists were in this cluster.  There were 45 subjects in cluster 5.  These individuals 
preferred females at -3mm and males near zero. There were only 15 individuals in cluster 
6, and they expressed stronger preferences for females near 8mm and males near 3. 
 
Table 6: Summary of the clusters of optimum estimates 
  Average Optimum  Percent 
Cluster n Female Male
lay 
Asian
lay not 
Asian
Ortho-
dontists
1 125 -3.12 -4.00 25 27 26
2 181 1.62 -3.94 31 52 35
3 17 7.89 -3.84 7 11 0
4 227 1.93 -0.11 40 22 56
5 45 -3.05 -0.21 9 10 9
6 15 8.00 3.02 12 4 0
        n= 89 89 307
 
 
Table 7: The average ranks for each of the clusters and each of the pictures 
 Clusters 
 1 2 3 4 5 6
Picture  (n=125) (n=181) (n=17) (n=227) (n=45) (n=15)
Male –4 1.7 1.7 1.4 3.3 3.1 4.0
 –2 1.4 1.5 2.5 1.7 1.5 2.5
 0 3.1 3.0 2.8 1.5 2.0 2.4
 +4 3.8 3.9 3.4 3.5 3.5 2.2
 +8 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.0 4.8 3.9
Female –4 2.5 4.2 4.4 4.4 2.5 4.4
 –2 1.8 2.4 4.2 2.6 2.2 4.1
 0 1.9 1.5 2.4 1.4 1.7 2.7
 +4 4.0 2.3 2.5 2.2 3.8 2.5
  +8 4.8 4.6 1.5 4.4 4.8 1.3
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Discussion 
Demographics 
  
The purpose of the study was to evaluate differences in Asian American lip 
profile preferences among three main groups: Asian laypersons, non-Asian laypersons, 
and orthodontists.  Surveys were administered across all groups in the United States with 
westernized social influences.  The four main Asian groups surveyed in this study were 
Chinese (36%), Vietnamese (29%), Korean (20%), and Filipino (17%). 
According to the 2000 US Census, of those who indicated they were of Asian 
(non-Indian) descent, 28% were Chinese, 22% were Filipino, 13% were Korean, and 13% 
were Vietnamese.  Within the District of Columbia, the break down was 30% Chinese, 
18% Filipino, 9% Korean, and 15% Vietnamese.  The distribution of ethnicities within 
our sample appears to be representative of the multiculturalism that exists within the 
United States as well as in a multiethnic metropolitan city. 
Comparing the layperson groups, both Asian and non-Asian groups had a similar 
amount of total responses (111 for Asian and 115 for non-Asian), similar mean ages 
(36.8±16.4 for Asian and 37.3±14.5 for non-Asian), gender breakdowns (M/F ratios of 
61/39% for Asian, and 56/44% for non-Asian), socioeconomic status (74% of Asians 
earned under $100k and 71% of non-Asians earned under $100k), and education.  As 
expected, the orthodontist group differed from the laypersons group in most categories, 
being predominantly Caucasian (86%) showing a significant discrepancy in gender 
breakdown (76% male), greater mean age (47.8), education, and estimated income.  The 
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sampling of individuals for this study appears to be of adequate diversity representative 
of a multicultural westernized culture. 
 
Survey Design 
 
 The series of lip profiles could be designed in many different ways.  Historically, 
black silhouettes representing soft tissue profiles were used.7, 40, 60, 61, 64, 80  The 
advantages included easy manipulation of facial components and reduction of subjective 
variables such as perception bias and racial stereotyping.  Recently, studies have used 
altered digital photographs.77-79, 81, 83, 86, 88, 89  The advantages include race recognition and 
visual representation of additional facial components. 
In this study, digital pictures were used instead of silhouettes to humanize the 
subjects and to emphasize the Asian ethnicity of the stimulus profiles.  By simply using 
silhouettes and asking evaluators of all three groups to imagine the profiles to be of Asian 
descent would result in evaluators inherently judging lip profiles according to their own 
preferences within their own community and ethnic background.  The E-line, determined 
from the profile preferences, was used as a primary reference line to construct the profile 
because it is one of the most commonly used by orthodontists.4 
 An important decision for our study was whether to use an ordered series60, 61, 64, 80 
or to randomize the photos.  In an ordered series, the middle profile is usually considered 
the average or numerically ideal, with lips becoming increasingly protrusive towards the 
right, and increasingly retrusive in the left direction.  This allows for slight incremental 
changes between each profile. The disadvantage is that evaluators might be tempted to 
simply choose the middle picture or a slight offset.  Thus, the photographs were 
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randomized so that it minimized this particular bias from the study and allowed 
individuals to make assessments of each photograph individually.  By choosing to 
randomize the photographs, however, noticeable differences had to be introduced to 
increase the capability of evaluators to discern among the photographs.  Thus, the total 
number of photographs in each series was reduced to 5. 
  
First Picture Effect 
 
While distributing the survey, we noticed that many evaluators ranked the first 
picture, usually with a 1, before taking their time with the other photographs.  
Observation of this behavior followed by data that appeared to indicate a strong 
preference for the first picture may convey a first picture effect or bias.  Similar to 
choosing the middle value in an ordered series, evaluators seemed to zero in on the first 
picture as a reference point. 
It was important to investigate the first picture effect and how best to analyze the 
data while addressing that bias.  Initially, the overall data set was analyzed in a general 
manner to evaluate the overall preferences for each series with all groups combined (see 
Table 2 and Figure 1).  To evaluate the influence of the first picture effect, a dual analysis 
was performed on the same overall data set, but in this scenario, rankings of the first 
picture as 1 were removed.  In other words, since reliability of the ranking was 
questionable, whenever the first picture was ranked first (“1”), the instance was simply 
removed from the dataset.  The rankings for the rest of the pictures for that particular 
evaluator were still included because those rankings were valid.  The purpose was to 
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compare the overall analysis with and without the first picture effect taken into account.  
On this level, the first picture effect should not have an overpowering effect. 
The quadratic curves and the lines that represent the lowest point showed that 
calculated optimal rankings were remarkably similar in both instances (Figure 1).  This 
shows that the first picture effect, when taken in composite with the rest of the data, 
didn’t necessarily change the overall results. 
The question remained whether or not a first picture bias existed.  Unfortunately, 
randomization of the photograph order in each series resulted in a reasonably esthetic 
photograph at the top in each series.  Simply putting the most unesthetic or protrusive 
photograph first would not have exhibited randomization.  Thus, the first picture could 
very well be a true preference.  There was a concern, however, that if the data were 
analyzed in more depth, as the groups and variables were broken down, eventually the 
first picture could overpower other relative relationships.  All further analyses were 
performed with removal of the first picture effect.  A case was made that there was no 
first picture bias based on the first ranking exclusion procedure.  Ultimately, the current 
study could not exclude this possibility. 
 
Overall Preferences - Analyzing the Quadratic Plot 
 
Fashion and mass media heavily influence a culture’s perception of beauty.  Rhee 
et al37 evaluated 71 facial profile photographs of famous Korean, Japanese, Chinese, and 
Western female models and found that the lower third demonstrated the greatest ethnic 
discrepancies.  Results indicated that lower lip projection angles of Asian models were 
more obtuse and the upper and lower lips were more protrusive.  Nguyen et al9 assessed 
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profile photographs of male models in the last 65 years in America.  Results showed 
increasing lip fullness in the male esthetic profile that correlated with the ongoing trend 
of female models.  Berneburg et al90 evaluated profile photographs of Caucasian men and 
women considered to be attractive from 1940 to 2008.  As in previous studies, they found 
fuller and protrusive lip profiles to be attractive in women.  Likewise, male esthetic 
profiles have increasingly become more feminine over the years.  These studies explained 
their results in that fuller lips are perceived to be more youthful.   
Fuller lips in women are a common preference in soft tissue profile studies.  
Czarnecki et al40 surveyed 545 professionals using silhouettes with varying chin, nose, 
and lip relationships and found that a straighter profile with a prominent chin was more 
preferred for males but more lip protrusion was preferred for females.  Notably, Sergl et 
al2 found that esthetic profiles for males exhibited more prominent noses and chins 
relative to the lips, and esthetic female profiles included smaller noses and chins. 
Average rankings of all the photographs are shown in Figure 1 with a quadratic 
curve fitted to the preference rankings.  By mathematical modeling estimated by the 
quadratic curves, the bottom of the curve can identify the true most preferred profile – the 
optimal profile. 
Table 3 shows that the overall estimated optimal profile for the female is 1.64mm 
and for the male -3.17mm.  These measurements were based on the lower lip position 
relative to the E-line, with the upper lip two millimeters posterior to the lower lip.  
Evaluators generally preferred the more recessive Asian American lip profiles for males 
and protrusive lip profiles for females.  The inter-gender comparisons are similar to 
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previous studies that also found that fuller lips were preferable for females.  Unlike 
Nguyen et al’s study,9 the preferred Asian American male lip profile was more retrusive 
in this investigation.  However, Nguyen et al9 focused on evaluating Caucasian male 
models, and it is possible that the integration of mass media influenced esthetic 
preference is more pervasive in females than for males in the Asian community. 
An interesting observation is that the quadratic plot for the male pictures was 
broader.  This lends itself to the hypothesis that the range of acceptability for male 
profiles is greater than females.  A steep curve for females shows that as the profile 
changes from optimal, a sharper reduction in preference results.   
 
Optimal Profiles Comparing Asian Laypersons and non-Asian Laypersons 
 
There are morphological differences between Asian and Caucasian craniofacial 
structures and these discrepancies may affect perception across ethnic and cultural 
boundaries.  Wu et al54 compared Chinese cephalometric norms and Caucasian norms 
and found statistical significant differences in many variables.  For example, the Chinese 
have a shorter anterior cranial base and greater dental proclination, and thus a normal 
Chinese profile would be classified as bimaxillary protrusive with Caucasian norms.  
Hwang et al66 traced lateral cephs of Koreans and European-Americans and found that 
Koreans have more prominent lips than European Americans.  Miyajima et al58 compared 
craniofacial structures of Japanese and European-Americans.  On average, the subjects in 
the Japanese sample were more protrusive dentally, with a more acute nasolabial angle 
and a greater tendency toward bilabial protrusion.  It can be argued that a normal 
orthognathic Caucasian profile might appear to exhibit bidental retrusion, flat lips, or a 
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bimaxillary retrusive profile to an Asian individual.  This is something to consider when 
evaluating cross-cultural and cross-ethnic perception. 
 Maganzini et al81 used native Chinese raters to evaluate different jaw relationships 
in Chinese male and female profiles and found that most preferred the orthognathic or 
bidental retrusive profile.  Maxillary deficiency was included as an acceptable 
compromise.  Mantzikos et al82 varied a Japanese profile into a series of varying jaw 
relationships and found similar results.   
In a separate study, Soh et al79 also found that straight and bimaxillary retrusive 
profiles were ranked most attractive to the native Chinese.  The female profile with 
bimaxillary protrusion was perceived to be slightly more attractive than the male 
counterpart.  When they asked which features were most influential in their rankings, the 
majority chose upper lip, lower lip, and chin.   
Nomura et al7 had a panel of European American, Hispanic American, Japanese 
in Japan, and Africans evaluate 30 silhouette profiles drawn from pretreatment profiles of 
European American, Japanese, and African patients.  The lip positions regarded as ideal 
for male patients were most retruded for the Japanese judges, followed by the Hispanic 
Americans, the European Americans, and the Africans.  For female patients, the Hispanic 
American judges preferred the most retruded lip position, followed by the Japanese, the 
European Americans, and the Africans.  Generally, preferred lip profiles were more 
retrusive for the male profile than the female profile across ethnicity. 
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Chan et al67 surveyed orthodontists, dental students, and laypersons in Australia 
and Singapore and found normal and bimaxillary retrusive profiles most preferable in 
men.  In females, laypersons found bimaxillary retrusive profiles most preferable.   
Ioi et al60 and Kuroda et al83 reported that Japanese people tended to prefer more 
retruded lip positions as facial convexity decreased and prefer slightly more protruded lip 
positions as facial convexity increased.  Of note, Ioi et al64 found that the average profile 
was preferable for males and a retruded chin was preferable for females.   
These studies have similar findings in that native Asians typically prefer 
orthognathic or retrusive lip profiles in Asian men and women but more protrusion in 
females is acceptable.  This is true cross-culturally as well, supported by Nomura et al’s7 
study.   
In the current study, Asian laypersons and non-Asian laypersons were consistent 
in their agreement that the flatter profiles were more preferable in men than in women.  
According to Table 3, when looking at Asian laypersons, they preferred a profile at 
1.78mm for females, -2.86mm for males, and -0.54mm overall.  For the non-Asian 
laypersons, the preference was for 1.95mm for females, -3.28mm for males, and -0.66mm 
overall.  These general relationships are similar to those discussed in literature.  Slightly 
fuller lips are considered more attractive in Asian females than males. 
It is important to note, however, that lip profile preferences in the Asian studies 
discussed previously had more retrusive results even for females compared to this study.  
Many of these studies were done in native Asian countries while this study was 
administered in the United States.  As shown in general profile studies,9, 37, 40, 41 a more 
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protrusive female lip position is considered more attractive and youthful.  It can be 
argued that, while the profile ranges of the Asian males in this study are similar to the 
other native Asian studies, our female preference ranges are more protrusive than those 
found by Ioi60, 61, 80 and Soh.77-79, 91  One possible reason is that the fuller lips favored by 
mass media and the fashion industry here in the US has a greater effect than currently in 
native Asian countries.   The similarity in perception of the Asian and non-Asian 
laypersons are testament to this. 
 
Optimal Profiles Comparing Laypersons and Orthodontists 
 
According to Table 3, Asian American laypersons preferred a profile at 1.78mm 
for Asian females, -2.86mm for males, and -0.54 overall.  Non-Asian laypersons 
preferred lip positions of 1.95mm for females, -3.28mm for males, and -0.66mm overall.  
Orthodontists liked 1.25mm profile for females, -3.36mm for males, and -1.08 overall.  
Like Asian and non-Asian laypersons, orthodontists preferred fuller lips for the female 
profile over the male profile. 
However, orthodontists overall seemed to prefer more recessive lips than both 
layperson groups for the male and female stimulus profiles.  A difference of less than 
1mm may not be clinically significant, but it is interesting to note the trend nonetheless.  
This is similar to trends seen in other studies. 
Ioi et al,60 in a study comparing Japanese dental students and orthodontists, found 
that the orthodontists rated the most-favored Japanese profiles as slightly more retruded 
than the average for both men and women.  Soh et al78 found orthodontists preferred a 
flatter profile and oral surgeons preferred a fuller normal Chinese profile. 
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Though orthodontists generally agreed with other dental professionals and 
laypersons regarding preference trends, they were more accepting of lip retrusion over 
other groups. 
 
Statistical Significance for Demographic Variables 
 
After collecting evaluator demographics, we wanted to determine if any variables 
demonstrated statistical differences.  Each variable was screened individually.  No 
differences were found across evaluator gender, estimated income, education level, or age 
(see Table 4).  Similar correlations were seen in the literature. 
Ioi et al61 found similar opinion between Korean and Japanese dental students.  
Soh et al77 found age to be only slight contributory.  Hönn et al69 found that college 
graduates were more critical than non-graduates at rating profiles.  However, in that 
study, evaluators were asked to rate profiles on a visual analog scale rather than rank 
between them.  In terms of relative preferences, both graduate and non-graduates were 
similar in perception.  Gender did not influence results.   
In the current study, the only statistically significantly different preferences were 
noted in Chinese and Filipino evaluators versus the rest of the laypersons. 
 According to Table 5, Chinese laypersons had a preference for a 1.30mm lip 
position for females and -3.59mm for males.  Filipino laypersons had a preference for 
3.84mm lip position for females and a -1.46mm for males.  Non-Chinese and non-
Filipino laypersons had a preference of 1.66mm lip position for females and -2.44mm for 
males. 
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 Based on these relationships, Chinese laypersons preferred more retrusive lip 
positions compared to non-Chinese laypersons, and Filipino laypersons preferred fuller 
lip positions compared with non-Filipino laypersons.  Thus, there is a division on profile 
preferences even within the Asian subgroups.  It should be noted that the Filipino 
population were generally younger, which might explain the significant difference in 
preference for protrusive lips.  No statistical significant differences were found across 
other ethnicities.   
 
Cluster Analyses and Variability 
 
When each evaluator’s optimal preferences were plotted and jittered, significant 
variability was seen.  In fact, 6 different clusters could be ascertained from this model.  
No defining demographic variable could be found that separated the clusters.  
Investigating the clusters further showed that there were comparable ratios of each major 
group (Asian laypersons, non-Asian laypersons, orthodontists) in all three clusters.   
Variability in the data demonstrates that even as we try to extrapolate clinical 
implications from subjective perception, we are still bound by the prospect of individual 
bias.  Though there is a lot that can be conceptualized from lip profile studies, ultimately, 
it is the patient who the orthodontist should confer with to determine their personal 
preferences. 
Additional inspection of Figure 6, which visually groups these clusters, shows 
few preferences outside of the male +2mm and female +3 to +4mm range.  It can be 
surmised that the anterior limit for the male profile is close to +2mm, and the anterior 
limit of the female profile is +3 to +4mm.  This is similar to Nomura et al’s7 study where 
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anterior limits of acceptability relative to the E-line were +0.54 ± 1.83 mm for the 
European American judges and 0.96 ± 1.99 mm for the Japanese judges. 
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Conclusion 
The aim of this study was to evaluate how Asians, Caucasians, and orthodontists 
in America viewed soft tissue lip profiles in Asian Americans.  A survey was designed 
that allowed evaluators in each group to rank male and female photographs with different 
lip positions relative to the E-line.  Surveys were administered to Asian laypersons and 
non-Asian laypersons in high-traffic areas of Virginia and Washington, DC.  A 
randomized nationwide mail service was used to distribute surveys to practicing 
orthodontists.  The results of the study are: 
1) Asian laypersons, non-Asian laypersons, and orthodontists preferred Asian female 
profiles fuller than male profiles.   
2) Orthodontists typically liked slightly more recessive profiles than both layperson 
groups.   
3) Slope of quadratic plots seemed to suggest that the acceptable range of male lip 
profiles is greater than for women. 
4) The only demographic variables that showed statistical significant differences 
were Chinese and Filipino ethnicities.  Within the laypersons, Chinese liked more 
recessive lips than non-Chinese and Filipino liked fuller lips than non-Filipino.  
This showed that there can be significant differences in profile preference within 
Asian cultures. 
5) Cluster analyses revealed significant variability.  Thus, individual patient 
preferences may differ from these general trends.  It is always best to consult with 
the patient regarding treatment decisions. 
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6) Cluster analyses also showed that most evaluators did not have optimal 
preferences above +2mm for men and +3 to +4mm for women.  These can be 
considered anterior limits of acceptability. 
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Thank you for taking part in this survey!  
Please enter the following information: 
 
What is your ethnicity?  Mark (X) one or 
more boxes 
 
  White    Black, African  Am.  
  Hispanic, Latino    Laotian 
  Chinese    Japanese 
  Cambodian    Filipino 
  Vietnamese    Korean 
  Thai    Other: ________ 
 
Age (years):  ______________________ 
Gender:  Male    Female 
City/State:  ______________________ 
Profession:  ______________________ 
 
Estimated Income past 12 months:  
 
  < $25,000    $25,000 ‐ $50,000 
  $50,001‐$75,000    $75,001‐$100,000 
  $100,001‐$125,000    $125,001‐$150,000 
  $150,001‐$175,000    > $175,000 
 
What is the highest degree or level of school 
you have COMPLETED (in America or 
elsewhere)?  Mark (X) in one box. 
 
  Before High School    Professional degree 
  High school    Masters 
  College    PhD  
 
On the next two panels of this survey, there 
will be two groups of pictures (1 male, 1 
female). 
 
Please rank the FEMALE series of 
photographs, where 1 is the most attractive 
in the series and 5 is the least attractive.  
Each number can be used only once. 
 
FEMALE  RANK (1 to 5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please rank the MALE series of 
photographs, where 1 is the most attractive 
in the series and 5 is the least attractive.  
Each number can be used only once. 
 
MALE  RANK (1 to 5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
